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The exact order of the remainder term is determined in the formula for the 
number of lattice points in the region CQ 1 u1 + bl ( + (Ye / a, + b, 1 + ... + 
0~~ I u, + b, I < x in dependence on the arithmetical properties of the coefficients 
% 9 012 )..., “7 . 
Let Y > 2 be a natural number and let 01~ , az ,..., oi, be positive real 
numbers. Let us write 
If b = (b, , bz ,..., 6,) with 0 < bi < 1 for 1 < j < r, let us denote by 
A,(b; X) the modified number of lattice points m = (m, , m2 ,..., m7) in the 
region L(u + b) < X, that is, 
A,(b;x)= 1 I+$ c 1. 
L(m+b)<s L(m+b)=r 
Since the form L and the center -b of the polyhedron L(u + b) < x are 
considered fixed, we simply write A(x) instead of A,(b; x). More generally, 
we introduce functions 
444 = (l/mJ)) IoZ KY)(x - YF & for p > 0, A,(X) = A(x). 
For Re s > 0, let us put 
where the summation extends over all integral r-tupies (m) = (m, , m2 , . . ., m,.). 
We have then for every a > 0 
A,(x) = (1/27ri) J=I’,m G(s) ees(&/~~+l), (1) 
where the principal value of the integral is meant for p = 0. 
* Deceased July 26, 1976. 
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Explicitly, we have for G 
G(s) = fi ((eajbjs + eaj(l-bj)S)/(eajs _ I)), 
j=l 
and G can be expanded into a Laurent series about 0, (Gs) = C,“=-, ansn, say. 
Let us write 
We have then 
say, 
where 
W,(X) : 
and 
P,(X) = & j :Tzrn (G(s) - f?(s)) ers & . 
a zm 
(3) 
The purpose of this article is to obtain as precise as possible information 
about the behavior of the remainder term P,(X) in dependence on the arith- 
metical character of the coefficients CY~ of the form L. The problem was 
studied before by several authors; see, for example, [4, 61. The following 
results were proved in [6]. 
THEOREM 1. P,(x) = 0(x’-‘). 
THEOREM 2. Zf at least one of the ratios (ai/al) (j = 2, 3,..., r) is irrational, 
then 
P,(x) = 0(x+--‘). 
THEOREM 3. For almost allsystems (01~ , cy2 ,. . ., c+) (in the sense of Lebesgue 
measure in R,.) is 
P,(x) = 0(X’) 
for every E > 0. 
In order to state our results, we introduce further notation. We assume 
that the coefficients oli (j = 1, 2,..., r) split into cr > 1 classes with ri (j = 1, 
2 ,-*-, u) elements in each class such that the ratios of the 01’s in every class 
are rational. For simplicity, we assume that the al’s in one class are equal 
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and the reader can easily verify that all results trivially extend to the general 
case. Thus, our forms will have the shape 
L(u) = %(I Ul ~ + ... + ! UT, I) (4) 
+ 4 w,+l i + 1.1 + I w,+,, I) + ... + 4 bo+1 I + **- + i 4. I). 
Let us denote by /3 the supremum of those w, for which the system of 
inequalities 
I 4(4%) - Pi I < l/SW (j = 2,..., u) 
has infinitely many integral solutions pj (j = 2,..., G) and q. Now, we can 
formulate our results. 
THEOREM 4. If rj 3 (p + 1)/B (j = 1, 2,..., u) and r 3 1 + ((P f 1)/P), 
then 
P,(X) = ~(Xr-l-uP+l~16)+r) 
for every E > 0. 
THEOREM 5. 
P,(X) = &yXr-l-(b+l)/B)-r) 
for every E > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Because of Theorem 1, we may assume that /3 < co; 
thus in particular u > 2. Let us put a = l/x and s = (l/x) + 2rrit in (3) 
and assume first that p is not an integer. We have then 
where s = (l/x) + 2xit and the constant implied by the symbol < does 
not depend on x. The integral on the right-hand side will be split into several 
parts. First, we have 
s 
l/S 
0 
i (3s) - Ws)l , ,T+1 - .g Jol” / s p1+1+ = jy” dt 
j s ((0) 
Q x(p)-1 = O(l), 
where {p} denotes the fractional part of p. Now let us put A = 4 mini (I/aJ. 
Then also 
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By the triangle inequality, we have 
=J= ,L I G(s)1 $ + o(1). 
Thus, it suffices to estimate the integral 
I m /G(s)1 (dt/t~+l). A 
From the explicit expression (2) we have for t > A 
where 11 5 11 denotes the distance of 5 from the nearest integer and 
min(x, l/O) = x. Hence, it suffices to estimate the integral 
0 co 0 min’j(x, 11 ajt II-l)(dt/t”+l). (5) A j-1 
If we exclude countably many values of t from consideration then to every t > A there exists a unique system of natural numbers hj and nj (j = 1,2,..., CT) 
and an integer I > 0 such that 
A2’ < t < A2’+l and 22”j-1 < / oljt - h.j I < 2-“’ (j = 1,2,..*, U)* 
(6) 
We say that t belongs to the set B(h, n, I). The integral (5) is then bounded 
(up to a constant) by 
,; z Ih n 1) % 
minrj(x, 2nj)(dt/2z(p+1)), 
*. 9. 
(7) 
Because of symmetry, we may assume that n, > n2 > ... 3 IZ, . The measure 
,U of B(h, n, I) then satisfies 
p(B(h, n, I)) < 2-“1. (8) 
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However, it might well happen that some sets B(h, n, Z) are empty. Therefore, 
we find an upper bound for the number of nonempty sets B(h, n, I) with 
fixed values of n, ,..., n, and 1. If such a set is not empty then by (6) 
z h, - hj ) = -f& I aijh, - Ollhj / < ; (olj2-“’ + CQ2-n’) -g 2-“0 (9) 
for j = 2. 3,..., cr. Furthermore, we have by (6) 
LEMMA, Let v be a positive increasing function defined for positive real 
numbers and let tf, denote its inverse. If Il(aj/+ I/ > 1 /p(z) for every 2 > 1 
and 2 <j < u then the number v of integral solutions z of the system of 
inequalities 
satis$es 
Proof. Assume that v 3 1 and let 1 < z1 < z2 < ... < z, < A4 be all the 
solutions. Let us denote by z,, the least positive solution of ll(aj/al)z 11 < 2h. 
Then Il(aji4 (zk+l - zJ < 2X for k = 1, 2 ,..., v - 1, and hence 
Zk+l -zz,>z,forl <k,<v-11.1tfoilowsthatM>z,>,vz,,~v~(1/2h), 
which is the statement of the lemma. 
Let us choose now a y > p and put v(z) = zy in the lemma. If v denotes 
the number of solutions h, of the system (9) and (IO), then the lemma yields 
the estimate 
v ,g +Jd+a 
(11) 
Therefore, using (8) and (II), expression (7) is bounded by (by c we denote 
arbitrary constants depending only on the form L, p, and y) 
c 2 2--n,-(n,/v)+z--lb+l) fi minrj(x, 2nJ), 
72.1 j=l 
(12) 
where the summation conditions are 
Using (13), we can sum over I in (12). This gives us 
c c 2- n~-n,((u+l)/v) fi min”(x, 2”j). (14) 
11 j=l 
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For2<j<o-1 wehave 
and the sum over n, is bounded by 
< 1 2n"b"-(b+l)/Y)) + 1 xr,.p,((P+l)/Y) 
257G.x Zno>* 
< x7Ap+1) lv) since r >P$.l ,p+1>() 61 
16 
- . 
Y 
Finally, we have to sum over q and that gives at most 
-g x+1-l lgO-l x. 
This shows that the sum (14) is bounded by 
cx'-l-(b+l)/v) 1 0 1 
g-x 
and that completes the proof of Theorem 4 for the case p is not an integer. 
If p is an integer we have to slightly modify our proof and we restrict ourselves 
to brief hints only. 
Since A,(x) is a nondecreasing function of x, we have for every 0 < z < x 
By (l), we have 
6” A,(y) dy = (l/2&) jaTF G(s) ezs(efzs - l)(d~/.~‘+~) 
and it suffices to show that 
s 
S&Z 
A,(y) civ = &zW,(x) + O(ZX~-~-(‘~+‘)‘~)+~). 
r 
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We define H(s) as above and find 
& jyi” H(s) ezs(e*zs - 1) -$ 
0 ta5 
= &zW,(x) + o(z2xD+‘-l). 
Therefore, we choose z = ~-~-‘+l and set s = (l/x) + 2&t again. We have 
I erss - 1 I < min(z / s I, l), and hence 
f 0 
A I G(s) - H(s)1 I e*- - 1 I + < z j” dt = o(z) 
0 
and 
=s llz dt A ztf s m $ = 0 (zlgk). l/Z 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
s Am I G(s)1 (I efzs - 1 l/j s JP+~) dt = O(ZXF-l-((o+l)/B)+~). (15) 
The last integral is at most 
c Aa (min(zt, 1)/t”‘“) fi min’J(x, j/ ajt II-‘) dt. 
s j=l 
(5’) 
We estimate the integral (5’) in the same way that we estimated the integral 
(5). Instead of (12), we obtain 
~ min(z2Z, 1) 2-nl-(n,iY)fz-Z(P+2) 9G min’j(x, 2”‘) 02’) 
with the summation conditions (13). The sum over I gives 
C min(z2”, 1) * 2-z(D+1) = 
2~**%‘v 
C 
21% f%/Y 
z min(1, l/z29 2-zD 
< * c z-f2-z(“+‘) < Zl-r2-h,/v)(D+r) 
2’ppv’Y 
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since min(1, 5) < 5’ for every .$ > 0 and for every 0 < E < 1. It follows 
that (12’) is bounded by 
C(E) Zl--E 1 2-nl-nc7((O+l+F)iy) fi min’j(x, 2”1). (14’) 
?z j=l 
If we choose E so small that (p + 1 + .+/r < (p + 1)/p then we can use the 
estimate found for the sum (14) with p + E instead of p. This gives us the 
bound 
C(') =1-eX7-l-((~+l-tr)/v) px (16) 
for the sum (14’). Since z = x--P-~+~ and E > 0 may be chosen arbitrarily 
small and y may be taken arbitrarily close to /I, the estimate (16) is equivalent 
to the estimate (15). This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. By (3), we have 
(G(s) - H(s))/P+~ = 
s 
m P,,(x) e-xs dx. 
0 
Let us assume that P,(x) = o(?). To every E > 0 there is a T > 0 such that 
I P,(x)1 < EX~ for every x > T. We have then for x = a + it 
IS 
m 
P,(x) e-=* dx < 
0 
1 , 1’ j P,(x)1 e+ dx + lTrn I P,(x)1 e+ dx 
0 
\C < s 
T  
xAecax dx + E 
0 s 
co 
Ye+* d,u 
T  
This implies that 
< cTA+l + C(h + 1) a+-l. 
l(G(s) - H(s))/P+~ 1 = ~(a-“-‘) as a+O+. (17) 
Now we choose 6 such that 0 < 6 < p. By our assumption, there are in- 
finitely many natural numbers q --f GO such that I q(oI,/a,) - pj I <q-& for 
suitable integers pi (j = 1, 2,..., r). Let us put a = q-8 and t = (2n/a,)q. 
We have then by (17) 
(G(s) - H(s))/s’+’ = O(qsfA+l)) as q-+03. (17’) 
On the other hand, 
I(‘34 - fWW+l I > (I WI - +“)lq~+l, 
and we can find a lower estimate for I G(s)/ using (2). Clearly, 
(18) 
I e”j” - 1 I = 1 exp (VP + 27ri I/ 2 q 11) - 1 1 < q-8, (19) 
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and further 
1 gajb,s + e a.(-b,)s I 
> 1 1 + exp (aj(l - 2bj) q-” - 4 7&jpj + 2741 - 2bj) (2 q - Pj)jl. 
If necessary, we shall replace q and pj by Mq and Mpj , where M is a natural 
number bounded by an absolute constant (depending on r) such that 
II 2bj MPj II < a- 
With such a choice of q we have then 
/ eajbj.7 -t e n.(l-b,)s I 
I > 1, 
and this yields by (19) 
I WI > P’. 
Since we are going to prove 
p (X) 
0 
= Q(x~-1-~(~+ll/6) 
17 
we may assume that 6r > p + 1, and this gives by (18) 
l(G(s) - H(s))/P’+~ I > q*r--p-l. 
The last inequality contradicts (17’) if X = r - 1 - ((p + 1)/S) and this 
proves Theorem 5. 
REMARKS 
Another proof of Theorem 5 can be obtained by the Jarnik method [2]. 
The proof given here follows Novak’s presentation of the Hardy method 
for ellipsoids [5]. Only a slight modification would be needed in order to 
obtain the same lower estimate for the function 
P,(x) = ((l/x) LZ P,“(Y) dY)llZ. 
The O-method used here was first developed by Jarnik for ellipsoids 
(see, e.g., [l]). Our estimate automatically applies to the function P,(x) 
and we cannot expect any relaxation of the assumption rj 3 (p + I)//3 [3]. 
Therefore, we refrained from considering the mean values here. 
As a matter of fact, only lattice points in the “first octant” were considered 
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in [6]. The reader can easily verify that the only difference would be the 
coefficients of W,(x). 
For almost all systems of coefficients (01~) 01~ ,..., CL,) is /3 = l/(u - 1). 
If we use this, we obtain 
for almost all systems (01~ , 01~ ,..., LU,) under the assumption ri 3 (u - 1) 
(p + 1) for j = 1, 2,..., 0. If we would like to prove Theorem 3 by our 
method we would have to replace Hardy estimate from our lemma by a 
sharper Jarnik estimate valid for almost all systems (01~ , 01~ ,..., q.). 
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